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A formula for the frequency-angular distribution of the total radiation emitted by an ultrarelativistic 
charge in a plate of arbitrary thickness is derived with allowance for multiple scattering. A formula for the 
frequency spectrum of the radiation is also obtained by integrating the frequency-angular distribution over 
the emission angle. A detailed analysis of, and a numerical computation based on, the obtained formulas 
are carried out. It is shown that, besides giving rise to bremsstrahlung emission along the entire path of the 
charge inside the matter, multiple scattering leads to some smoothing out of the interference oscillations in 
the frequency spectrum of the transition radiation (if they exist) and, in the case of a sufficiently large 
value of the Lorentz factor for the charge, to the enrichment of this spectrum in the high-frequency region 
right up to frequencies proportional to the square of the Lorentz factor for the fast charge. 

PACS numbers: 03.50.Jj 

Pomeranchuk, Pafomov, and one of the present au
thors [1, 2] have noted that multiple scattering should, 
under certain conditions, exert an appreciable influence 
on the emission of x-ray transition radiation by an ul
trarelativistic charge. The quantitative theory of this 
phenomenon in the case of one boundary was developed 
with the use of the techniques of the kinetic equation[3,41 
in [5-7]. Notice that there is ambiguity in the indicated 
papers about the question of the separation of the edge 
effect. The problem of x-ray transition and brems
strahlung emissions in a plate was first considered by 
Ternovski~ C6] using the method of the quantum kinetic 
equation, and by Pafomov[8] in the classical approxi
mation. However, the first paper lacks a detailed 
analysis of the results, and the second contains in
accuracies, 

In the present paper we derive with the aid of the 
techniques of the kinetic equation[3,4] a formula for 
the frequency-angular distribution of the radiation that 
can be emitted in a plate of arbitrary thickness. By 
means of an explicit analytic integration of the indicated 
formula over the emission angle, we are also able to 
obtain an expression for the frequency spectrum. A 
detailed analysis of this expression and a correspond
ing numerical computation are presented. 

1. DERIVATION OF THE BASIC FORMULAS 

Let an ultrarelativistic charged particle move in a 
vacuum with velocity Vo along the z axis from - 00, and 
at the point ro = 0 perpendicularly enter a plate of 
thickness a and permittivity e = e' + ie". The distribu
tion of the intenSity of the emitted radiation at points 
far behind the plate is determined by the formula (see[9]) 

(1) 

where d9 0 = 90 d9 0 dCP is an element of solid angle in the 
direction of propagation of the radiation relative to the 
initial direction of motion of the particle. 

The quantity A consists of the term Ai due to the mo
tion of the charge in the plate and the term Ao con-
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nected with the motion of the charge in the vacuum: 

A=A,+Ao; 
T 

A,=exp[i(I.-l.o)a] S [nX v]exp{i(wt-kr)}dt, 
o 

(2) 

(3) 

Ao = -2i[n X vo]exp[i(}..- >.,)a] + Sm [n X v,jexp{i[wt-ko(rt +Vl (t- T))]}dt. 
00 ("(-'+eo') T 

(4) 
In these formulas Y= (1- (32)-1/2 is the Lorentz factor 
for the particle; n is the unit vector in the direction of 
emission; r and v are the coordinate and velocity of the 
particle in the plate at an arbitrary moment of time t; 
r 1 and Vi are the same quantities at the moment T the 
particle emerges from the plate. The two-dimensional 
vector 80 lies in a plane perpendicular to the direction, 
n, of emission of the photon, and is determined by the 
relation 

voeo=n(nvo) -yo. 

Furthermore, 

I. = ~(8 - sin' eo) "'=1.' +il.", 
c 

00 
1.0 =-cos eo, 

c 

(5) 

and the vectors k and ko have the same components in 
the xy plane, equal to x (x = (wi c) sin90>, and longi
tudinal components equal respectively to ~ and ~o 0 The 
quantity exp[i(~- ~o)a] is the coefficient of transmis
sion of the radiation through the plate. [10] 

The charged particle moves in the plate along some 
trajectory resulting from multiple scattering by the 
atoms of the material o Here we shall assume that the 
absolute value v of the velocity remains unchanged and 
that the changes in the direction of the velocity are 
small. [3] After the emergence from the plate, the 
charge moves again in a vacuum with a constant velocity 

Vi' 

In order to obtain the observable tadiation intensity, 
it is necessary to average the expression (1) over all 
possible trajectories of the charge: 

eZQ)1 

<dW(e" 00) >=--{< IA,I'>+<IAol'>+2Re<A"A,>}deo doo. 
4n'c' 
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FIG. 1. Diagrams corresponding to the various terms of the 
formula for the radiation arising during the passage of a charge 
through a plate. The straight lines correspond to the particle 
motion in the vacuum; the zigzag, in the plate in the presence 
of multiple scattering. The heavy parts of the diagrams indi
cate the ranges of integration over the moments of time marked 
by the small circles. The dashed lines correspond to relative 
probabilities with integration <>ver the arguments indicated at 
their right ends. The diagram a corresponds to the formula (7) 
the diagrams b, c, and d, to the three terms of the formula (8); 
the diagrams e and f, to the terms of the formula (9). 

Using the procedure employed by Migdal in his paper, t3l 

we have 
r 

<IA,I')=2v'exp(-2A,"a)Re SJ were, Yo; r, v;t)OO' drd6dt 
o 

T 

X I w(r, v; r', v'; t'-t)exp{i[oo(t'-t)-kr'+k'r]}dr' dO' dt'. 
I 

(7) 

Here r, v and r', v' are the coordinates and velocities 
of the charge at the moments of time t and (' respec
tively. The two-dimensional vectors 9 and S' are con
nected with v and v' by relations similar to (5). The 
quantity w(ro, vo; r, v; t) is the conditional probability 
that the coordinate and velocity of the particle have at 
the moment of time t the values r, v if at the initial 
moment of time t= 0 they had the values r o, vo. 

The second term of the formula (6) has the form 

I I' - 4v' '( " 6.' + 'II f6' ( T) (A. )--;>exp -2i., a) (1 '+60')' v 0 0 ,-w r.,vo;r"v,; 

4v' 
X exp{i(oo-kov,) (t-t')}dr,dO,dtdt' +-;;-exp(-2i.."a)Rei 

S-s 000. , ]} X -'--w(r" Yo; r" v,; T)exp{l[ooT-kr,+(w-kov,)t d.,d6, dt . 
• 1-'+90' 

Here the two-dimensional vector S1 is related to the 
vector v1 , Furthermore, in the integrals figuring in 
the formula (8) we have, for simplicity of notation, 
changed the reference time point. 

(8) 

Finally, the third term of the formula (6) can be writ
ten in the form 

2 Re(A;A,) 

4v' IT I 600 =-exp(-2i.,"a)Rei ---w('o, Yo; r, v; t)exp[i(oot-k.) ]d.d6dt 
00' 0 1-'+90' 

T ~ 

+2v'Reexp[i(i.,-i.,0)a] IS dt I 60, exp{i[w(t-t'-T) 
o 0 

-kr+ko(.,+v,t') ]}w(ro, Vo;', v; t) w(r, v; r" v,; T-t)drdO dr, dO. dt'. 
(9) 
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It is convenient to represent the terms of the formulas 
(7)-(9) in the form of the diagrams shown in Fig. 1. 
As follows from the general procedure used in Migdal's 
paper, [3] and as can be seen from these diagrams, 
averaging in all the terms that have been written down 
is carried out in such a way that the particle's co
ordinates and velocities r, v and r#, v' at the moments 
of time t and t' (later than the moment of time to cor
responding to the entry of the particle into the plate) 
are successively related by the conditional probabilities 
to the value of the particle coordinate ro and velocity 
Vo at the initial moment of time to, 

It can be seen from the formulas (7)- (9) that for 
their explicit evaluation we should have the expres
sions for the quantities 

u(60, 9; t)= I w(ro, Vo; r, v; t)exp{i[oot-k(r-.o) ]}dr, 

u,(90,9;t)= I w(ro,vo;r.v;t)exp(2'."z)dr. 

The quantity (10) was obtained by GoI'dman[4] (see 
also [6, 7]): 

o {[ 2990 ] } u(60,9;t)=--exp -0 9'---+60' cthx-ogx , 
nshx chx 

where 

0=(-ioo/8q)"', x=(-2iooq)"'t, 

( E.)' e , .2i.,"e , _, 000' 
q= - --, g=g -1--, g =1 +-, 

me' 4L1' w 00' 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

m is the rest mass of the traversing particle, Land 
Wo are the radiation unit of length and the plasma fre
quencyof the material of the plate, and E.= 21 MeV. 

As to U1(SO, 9; t), a similar quantity was computed 
by pafomov. [11] However, below we shall, for sim
plicity, neglect absorption, assuming the plate to be 
completely transparent in the region of x-ray fre
quencies under consideration (g=g). Then 

(9 9·)- (9 O. )_ exp{-(6-90)'/4qt} 
Ul 0, ,t -uo 0, I t - 4 . 

nqt 
(13) 

Substituting (12) and (13) into the formulas (7)- (9), 
we obtain 

T 

(IA,I')=2v'Re Jdt I d. I99'uo(9,,9;t)u(9,6';.)d9d9', 
o 0 (14) 

4v' eo' ~ ~ 

(lAol') = w' (1 '+eo')' + v' f dt f de' 

X f e,' exp [~W (r'+e,') (t-t') ] uo(90 , 9,; T)d9, 

. 4v' I~ I 906, [ iwt ] +-Rei dt -,--exp -(1-'+9,') u(9o.9,: T)d6,. 
0) 0 1--+90 ' 2 (15) 

4v' T 96 ' T ~ 
:2 Re(Ao'A,)= - Re i I dt S--O -. u (90,6; t) d6+2v' Re I dt I dt' I09, 

w 0 1-2+80 2 0 0 

trot' .. xexd -T(1-·+et') ]uo(90,9;t)u·(9,6,;T-t)d6d9,. (16) 

In the formulas (14)-(16) it is necessary to carry out 
the integration over the intermediate angles S, 9', and 
91 , (For example, dS = 9dBdcp, 0.;; cp .;; 211", 0.;; 9 < 00.) 
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This integration is performed in all the formulas by 
the same method; to wit, we complete in each exponent 
the square involving the angle over which the integration is I 
performed. As a result, taking (6) into account, we obtain 

<dW(6., ro»=(W,+W2)d~dro; (17) 

(18) 

W'=~Re{--~-+o fdX fx,+o~/[1+x,(x+Y)l 
nc (1-'+~)' • • [1+x.(x+y) l' 

X exp { -o(x+y) [1-' + 1+X'~X+Y) ndy 

2~0 s~ exp{-o[l-'x+gx.+~(x+thx.)/(1+xthx.)]} 
--- dx 

1-'+~ • (1+xthx.)' ch' x. 

_~ S" exp{-o(gx+~ thx)}dx 

1-'+~ 0 ch' x 

-20 S"<dx S~ (;(x.-x) +0~)exp{-0[gx+1-'y+~(;-1)/6(x.-x) ]}dy }. 
• • ;'(chx+yshx)' ' 

(19) 
where 

~=6.', -(-2' )"'T ;=1+ (x.-x) (shx+ychx) 
x.- lroq, ch x+y sh x ' 

M(x, y)= (x+ 1+::hY) (1+Xth~)'Ch' y exp { -0 [yg+ 1l:~:y n· 
(20) 

In the formula (17) the term W1 corresponds to the 
radiation in the plate (the diagram a, Fig. 1). As to 
the term W2 , the first three of its addends correspond 
to radiations emitted before the plate (the diagram b), 
after the plate (c), and the interaction between them 
(d); the fourth and fifth addends correspond to the in
terference between the radiation emitted in the plate 
and the radiations emitted before and after the plate 

. (the diagrams e and f). 

In the analogous formula in Pafomov's paper, [8] the 
terms corresponding to the diagrams c and f are in
accurate. In the first term the path of integration in 
the complex y plane is incorrectly chosen. In the 
computation in pafomov's paper[8] of the term corre
sponding to the diagram f, the conditional probabilities 
for the values of the particle coordinates and velocities 
at the moments of time to, t, and t+ T (see Fig. 1) 
were not successively related to each other. 

The formula (17) has been derived in the approxima
tion when the mean square of the angle of multiple scat
tering of the particle in the plate is small, i. e., when 

<Om')=4qT=x./o<1. (21) 

In contrast to the usual transition radiation without al
lowance for multiple scattering, in the case under con
sideration the radiation intensity per unit solid angle 
does nottend to zero at small angles (t - 0), owingtothe 
diagrams a, c, and f, i. e. , because of the bremsstrahlung. 

2. ANALYSIS OF THE FORMULA FOR THE 
FREQUENCY-ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION 

Let us investigate the formula (17) in the case when 
the plate thickness is sufficiently small, so that the 
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following two conditions are fulfilled; 

Ix.I<1, x.1'/0<1. (22) 

Then we can expand the integrands in (18) and (19) in 
series in powers of the small quantities, and restrict 
ourselves to the lowest terms. 

After the integration we obtain as the dominant terms 

. .4e'{ (1 1)' . ,x. 1-'+~' } (dW(O.,ro».=- ~ ---- sm -+qT--- d~dro, 
nc 1-'+~ g+~ 2 (1-'+~)' 

(23) 
X.=iox.(g+~) =1/2roT(g+~). (24) 

The first term in (23) corresponds to the usual transi
tion radiation produced in a plate by a uniformly and 
rectilinearly moving particle (1. e., without allowance 
for multiple scattering). The second term corresponds 
to bremsstrahlung, also without allowance for the in
fluence of multiple scattering. Such a result is not 
fortuitous. Indeed, the conditions (22) imply that: 1) 
the plate thickness is much smaller than the dimension 
of the bremsstrahlung-formation zone, zbrems= C(qW)-1/2 
(see [5], as well as[12]); 2) the mean square of the angle 
of multiple scattering of the particle in the plate is 
much smaller than the square of the emission angle, y2, 
It is clear that under these conditions multiple scat
tering should not significantly affect the spectrum of the 
radiation, which, in the present case, is a sum of the 
usual transition radiation and bremsstrahlung. 

The influence of the multiple scattering of the particle 
is expressed in the following terms of the expansion: 

8e' (1 1) { ( sin X. ) 
(dW(6.,ro»corr =-;:cqT 1-'+~ - g+~ ----x;--l 

3~'+(21-'-g)~'-n-'~+y-'g' (2Y-' 1) 
X +~(cosX-l) -------

(Y '+~) (g+~)' • ('r-'+~)' (g+~)'. 

~X. sin X. (1-' g) X.'~' cos X. (1 . 1 )} d d 
+ (g+~) (1-'+~)' - (gH)' + 3(g+~)' 'r-'+~ - g+~ ~ ro. 

(25) 
Notice that the conditions (22) can be fulfilled not only 

on account of a reduction in the plate thickness, but 
also as a result of the weakening of the scattering pro
cess itself, 1. e., for q - 0 (for example, if we con
sider a particle of large mass for the same value of y). 
In the latter case, as was to be expected, the dominant 
term in (23) turns out to be the first term, which de
scribes the transition radiation in the plate. 

Let us now consider the case of large thicknesses. 
First of all, notice that for a sufficiently thick plate 
part of the radiation intensity, directly proportional to 
the plate thickness, should separate out. This part 
corresponds to bremsstrahlung, which is emitted along 
the entire length of the particle's path inside the plate. 
Such a separation will occur under conditions when the 
plate thickness is much greater than the dimension of 
the bremsstrahlung-formation zone when allowance is 
made for multiple scattering, 1. e., provided 

Ix.I>1. (26) 

The part proportional to the thickness a should separate 
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from W1 (the diagram a). If in the expression for W1 

we replace the upper integration limit xo-x by infinity, 
then we can obtain a quantity corresponding to brems
strahlung emitted over a distance a in an infinite medi
um. [3] The remaining part of the expression for W1 

will have the form 

2 2 ,.,. 00 

W.'= n:RecrJdx J M(x,y)dy. 
o x<)-x 

(27) 

The radiation due to the edge effects will, consequently, 
be described by the formula 

<dW(6" w»/=(W.'+W,)d~ dw. (28) 

If in this case the mean square of the angle of multiple 
scattering over the distance a is nevertheless smaller 
than the square, y-2, of the emission angle (i. e., if the 
second of the conditions (22) is fulfilled), then we can 
show that the expression (28) reduces (for /;~ y.2) to 
the formula for the frequency-angular distribution of 
the normal transition radiation produced in the plate 0 

3. THE- FREQUENCY SPECTRUM OF THE RADIATION 

To obtain the frequency spectrum, it is necessary to 
integrate the formulas for the angular spectrum over 
the emission angle. This can be done in the formulas 
(14)-(16), as well as in the formulas (18) and (19). 
Bearing in mind that 

S u,(6" 6; t)d6,=1, 

we can easily verify that the first two terms in the 
formula (15) coincide after they have been integrated 
over 80 , as well as over t and t'. Also coincident will 
be the two terms of the formula (16) if they are inte
grated over So and t' . As a result, the total radiation 
will consist of four terms which are equal to the cor
responding terms of the formula (22) of Ternovskir,s 
paper[6] in the classical limit, Le., when the energy 
of the emitted photons is much lower than the energy 
of the primary charge. 

After this, it is not difficult to integrate over each 
intermediate angle in the same manner as was done 
in the first section. We obtain 

2e' {Jw ~ d~ J-"(lXp[ -cr(y-'x+gx,) ldx 
<dW(w) > = -;;;- Re. (y_'+~)' - cr, ch' x.(t+xthx,)' 

X S~ ~ exp{-cr~ (1 +x cth x.)/ (x+cth x,)} d~ _ 2cr J'" exp( -crgx)dx 

• l-'+~ , ch' x 

J-[ 1 cr(x,-x) ] } X --+--- ~exp(-cr~thx)d~ dw. 
• l-'+~ 2 

(29) 
In this formula, a direct integration over /; to an infi
nitely large upper limit leads to the following diffi
culties. First, a logarithmic divergence immediately 
appears in the first term. Second, there arise in the 
third term integrals that diverge at the lower limit in 
the case of the integration over x. To avoid these dif
ficulties, we shall integrate over /; to some maximum 
value /;", (see[4]). Bearing in mind that the value /;,. 
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should eventually be allowed to go to infinity, let us 
separate out in the integrands of the diverging inte
grals the parts containing exp(- ox/;",), Then let us 
expand the expressions attached to this quantity in 
powers of small values of x, and then carry out the 
subsequent integration. After this, let us allow /;", to 
go to infinity. The logarithmic divergences ariSing here 
in all the terms will cancel each other out. As a re
sult, we obtain 

') ,) 

(dW(w) > =..:.::: Re {In (gl') -ci(X,) +X, si (Xg) +cos(X,)-2 
ne 

, rxp(-ogx,) Joo exp(-cry-'x) [ ("' 1 ]d -ov-' exp (;()EI(-(;()+- x 
o ch'xo Co (l+xthxo)' a 

"' [ 1 1 o1-'exp(o;-'thx) , 
+2fexp(--ogx) ------ • Ei(-oy- thx) 

" x sh x eh.r ell' :r 

(xo-x) ( 1 1) ] } +--- ~--.-.- dx rlw. 2 x2. :=:h-x 
(30) 

where ci(x), si{x), and Ei(x) are the integral COSine, 
integral sine, and the exponential integral function 
(see, for example, [13]), while the quantities X, and ~ 
are determined by the formulas 

(31) 

We can also arrive at the formula (30) if we integrate 
the formulas (18) and (19) over /; from zero to infinity 
in the manner indicated above. We then find again that 
the expressions corresponding to the diagrams band 
c, as well as those corresponding to e and f, coincide 
in pairs after the integration over/; has been per
formed. 

Let us now analyze the formula (30). Let us first 
consider the case when the conditions (22) are ful
filled. Then we can show that the relation 

<dW(w) >=<rlW(w) >.rant<dW(w) >brems 

where (dW(w»tran is the frequency spectrum of the usual 
transition radiation produced in the plate without allow
ance for the influence of multiple scattering, un follows 
from (30). The quantity (dW(W»br-.ms describes the fre
quency spectrum of the bremsstrahlung in the plate 
with allowance for the polarization of the medium. If 
X,» 1, then from (30) we obtain 

8e'qT 
<dW(w) \rems = -3- dw. 

neg 
(32) 

We can also arrive at the same result if we integrate 
the appropriate terms in the formulas (23) and (25) 
over the angle /;. If, on the other hand, X,« 1, then 
we obtain a formula similar to (32) with g replaced by 
y-2. The same formula can be obtained if the second 
term of the formula (23) is integrated over /;. In order 
for this formula to coincide with the Bethe-Heitler 
formula, the quantity q must be decreased by a factor 
of two (see apropos of this US]). 

Now let the plate thickness be suffiCiently large, so 
that the condition (26) is fulfilled. It follows at once 
from this that the first integral in (30), which corre-
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sponds to the diagram d, vanishes. Furthermore, we 
can separate from (30) the part 

2e2 [~ ( 1 1)] <dW,,(Ul» =-Re x,f exp(-ogx) ---- dx dUl, 
ne 0 x 2 sh2 X 

(33) 

which, as was noted in the preceding section, corre
sponds to bremsstrahlung emitted over a distance a 
in an infinite medium. [3] Let us denote the remaining 
part, which describes the effect of the boundaries on 
this radiation, by (dW(w )/: 

(34) 

Let us consider the following two cases. 

a) Let the bremsstrahlung-formation zone zbrems be 
much smaller than the transition-radiation-formation 
zone Ztru= 2c/wg in the material: 

(35) 

Then there exists a quantity x', such that, on the one 
harid, Ix' I »1 and, on the other, lugx'l« 1. Let us 
split up the second integral of the formula (30) into two 
parts: from zero to x' and from x' to xo. In the first 
part the common exponential function can be dropped, 
after which the integral can easily be evaluated. In 
the second part we can drop all the terms having sinhx 
or coshx in the denominators, after which the integral 
can also be evaluated. As a result, we obtain 

2e' { 1 } <dW(Ul»' =- In-I--+X,si(X,)+cos(X,)-C-2 dOl, 
ne 2 01-2 1 

where C= O. 5772 is the Euler constant. 

b) Now let 

Zbrems>Ztran i.e., l(Jgl~l. 

(36) 

(37) 

Then in the second integral of the formula (30) the im
portant values of x are the small values. Successively 
expanding the integrand in powers of x, and performing 
the corresponding integration, we obtain 

<dW(Ul»' = ~:2 ([ C~: )In C ) -2] + t }dOl; (38) 

1 1 (39) 
P =g.f= 1+ (Ul'l/Ul ) , ' 

I = _1_{~ + 296 p + 40 p2 _ 32 pF(1, 5; 6, 1-p) 
. logl' 3 15 3 5 

56 40 
-3"P'F(I,6; 7, 1-p)-7P'F(1, 7;8, I-p) }. (40) 

Here F(a, /3; y, z) is the hypergeometric series (see, 
for example, [13]). 

When w:S woy, the dominant quantity in the formula 
(38) is the quantity standing inside the square brackets. 
As is well known, this quantity corresponds to the fre
quency spectrum of the usual transition radiation pro
duced at the two independent medium-vacuum inter
faces. When, on the other hand, w» woy, then the 
formula (38) can be written in the form 
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, 2e2 
{ 1 (00'1)' 8 (4q1') '} <dW(Ul» =- - - -- - dUl. 

ne 6 Ul 21 Ul 
(41) 

The formula (34) determines the effect of the boundaries 
on the production of radiation in a thick plate, when the 
plate thickness is much greater than the dimension of 
the bremsstrahlung-formation zone (the condition (26)). 
If in this case the plate thickness is also much larger 
than the formation zone for the transition radiation, 
i.e., if 

a/Ztra. =X,> 1, (42) 

then it is to be expected that the edge effects from each 
of the two plate boundaries will additively add up. 

Indeed, it can be shown that the formula (34) (with 
allowance for (30) and (33)) coincides, when the condi
tion (42) is fulfilled, exactly with two times the formula 
(7) of[S], a formula which describes the edge effect in 
the case of a semi-infinite medium. It does not, how
ever, coincide with the analogous formula of the 
paper[7]. Thus, we can consider it to be established 
that the method used in[4.S] to separate the edge effect 
is correct. 

It should be noted that the separation of the edge ef
fect was accomplished back in [6] on the basis of an 
analysis of the limiting case of a thick plate. It can be 
verified that the formula (16) obtained there in the clas
sical limit also coincides with two times the formula 
(7) of[S]. 

4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

In the preceding section we derived the formulas (36) 
and (38) for certain particular cases by means of a 
formula analysis of the general formula (34), which 
describes the influence of the boundaries on the fre
quency spectrum of the radiation in a thick plate. These 
particular cases can be understood on the basis of the 
following obvious arguments. Underlying the formulas 
(30) and (34) are two radiation-production mechanisms: 
transition and braking. On the other hand, each of 
these radiation-production mechanisms is characterized 
by a corresponding formation zone. It is clear that of 
these radiations the mechanism that is faster, i. e., 
whose formation zone is shorter, will predominate. 

In Fig. 2 the continuous curves give the size of the 
formation zone of the transition radiation, while the 
dashed curves give that of the bremsstrahlung. In 
those frequency regions where the continuous curve 
lies far below the dashed curve (for a given value of 
y), the dominant contribution to the edge effect will be 
made by the transition radiation, and the influence of 
multiple scattering can be neglected. In those regions 
where the opposite picture obtained, however, the 
radiation is produced mainly on account of the multiple
scattering mechanism. In this case the dominant con
tribution to the net boundary effect will be made by the 
boundary effect in the bremsstrahlung, the contribution 
of the transition radiation being negligible. 

The maximum of the formation-zone curve for the 
transition radiation occurs at the frequency wum = Wo y, 
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FIG. 2. Dependence of the production zones of the transition 
radiation (solid curves) and the bremsstrahlung (dashed lines) 
on the frequency w for carbon and lead. The numbers on the 
curves indicate the values of the Lorentz factor for the electron. 

and is equal to cy/wo. The length of the formation zone 
of the bremsstrahlung for W = wUm is equal to c(y/ 
qowo)l/Z, where qo= qyz=(E./mcZ)2c/4L. The solid 
curve will lie wholly below the dashed curve upon the 
fulfillment of the condition 

C'(/oo.<c( "t/q.61.) ''', 

Le., when y<Yor, where 

"(cr""(iJ./q •. (43) 

When, however, y> Yor, these curves will intersect. 
It is not difficult to verify that the intersection will oc
cur at frequencies (see Fig. 2) 

These formulas are correct if wl « woY« Wz, i. e., 
when y» y or' 

(44) 

Thus, the expression (34) should possess different 
frequency dependences in different regions of y values. 
If y« y or' then the expression (34) goes over into (38), 

a,em 

FIG. 3. Dependence of the radiation intensity at the frequency 
w = 200 keV on the plate thickness a. The solid curves corre
spond to the total radiation (the formula (30». The dashed. 
curves correspond to ordinary transition radiation without 
allowance for the effect of multiple scattering. The numbers on 
the curves indicate the values of the Lorentz factor for a fast 
electron traversing the plate. 
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FIG. 4. The frequency spectra of the radiations arising in.a 
mylar plate of thickness 1 mm (explanation in the text). In view 
of the strong oscillations in the curves at fairly low frequencies. 
we show at these frequencies only the averaged frequency spec
tra in the figure. The numbers on the curves indicate the ')' 
factor for the charge. 

1. e., it basically coincides with the frequency spectrum 
of the usual transition radiation, but at high frequencies, 
when 

OO>(iJ.=7"·oo,'/16q., (45) 

it becomes, according to (41), negative, being small 
in absolute value. The intensity of the total radiation 
remains, of course, positive. 

If, on the other hand, y» y Cl"' then the expression 
(34) coincides with the frequency spectrum of the usual 
transition radiation when w« wlJ goes over into (36) 
when Wl« w« wz, and becomes negative (but small) 
when W2« w, since in this case wz» W3 0 

Let us compare the expression (36) and the frequency 
spectrum of the usual transition radiation in the limit
ing-frequency region w~WoY. In this region the fre
quency dependence of the expression (36) is made up of 
a logarithmic part and an oscillating (interference) part, 
while the frequency spectrum of the usual transition 
radiation decreases rapidly like (woY/W)4. Taking into 
account the fact that for y» y Cl" we have in the frequency 
region wl « W « W 2 under consideration IO','-ZI « 1 from 
the formula (36), we arrive at the conclusion that in this 
case multiple scattering leads to the enrichment of the 
spectrum right up to frequencies of the order of wz • 
Consequently, the integrated-over all the frequencies
intensity of the bremsstrahlung connected with the edge 
effect will be approximately proportional to Wz, 1. e., 
to yZ. In this case the frequency spectrum of the edge 
effect in the plate may, in contrast to the case of the 
semi-infinite medium, [5] have oscillations in it. 

As has already been noted, the analytic separation 
of the edge effect from the formula (30) is possible only 
in the case of a "thick" plate, when a» Z brems (or, which 
is the same, Ixo 1 »1). For an arbitrary plate thick
ness, however, the radiation intensity should be com
puted from the formula (30). In Fig. 3 we present the 
results of such a numerical computation (the continuous 
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curves), as well as the intensities of the ordinary transi
tion radiation (the dashed curves) as functions of the 
plate thickness a at a fixed frequency w = 200 keY. As 
the material of the plate we chose carbon, and the fast 
particle is the electron. It can be seen from the figure 
that for y = 105, because of the fact that z _DIS» Z trill (see 
Fig. 2), the effect of multiple scattering is appreciable 
in the case of fairly small plate thicknesses (a;S 10-3 

cm), when the transition radiation is negligible, as well 
as in the case of fairly large thicknesses (a~ 10 cm), 
when the dominant contribution is made by the brems
strahlung produced along the entire thickness of the 
plate. [3] For intermediate thickness this effect is ex
pressed in some smoothing out of the interference. In 
the y= 104 case the linear growth of the radiation in
tensity sets in, because of the condition (26), significant
ly earlier than in the preceding y= 105 case. 

In Fig. 4 we give the results of a numerical computa
tion, based on the same formula (30), of the spectra of 
the radiations arising in a mylar plate of thickness 1 
mm. The thin continuous curves represent the total 
radiation computed from the formula (30); the heavy 
dashed curves represent the bremsstrahlung from 1 
mm of path in an infinite medium [3]; the heavy con
tinuous curves represent the difference between these 
quantities, i. e., the total boundary effect in the plate; 
the thin dashed curves represent the ordinary transi
tion radiation (without allowance for multiple scat
tering) in the plate. [14] It can be seen that at relatively 
low frequencies the intensities of the total radiation, 
the total boundary effect, and the transition radiation 
differ little from each other. Furthermore, it can be 
seen that the effect of multiple scattering on the total 
radiation, besides the appearance of bremsstrahlung 
along the entire path of the charge in the plate, is ex-

. pressed in some smoothing out of the interference 
. oscillations in the spectrum of the transition radiation. 
The extent of this smoothing out decreases as the y 
factor increases. As to the total boundary effect, 
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here the effect of multiple scattering leads also to the 
enrichment of the spectrum of the transition radiation 
in the high-frequency region (for sufficiently large 
values of the y factor of the charge) by new frequencies 
right up to frequencies - qoy2. 
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